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Sector Partnership Planning Grant Questions and Answers 

1.  If the identified need crosses the accommodation and food sector with the retail 
trade sector, could the solution be used for both? 

The purpose of the Sector Partnerships Planning Grant (SPPG) is to identify 
workforce challenges among employers in a particular sector. However, if your 
organization is able to demonstrate clear linkages between multiple sectors and 
has a solid strategy and partnership in place proposing solutions for the identified 
need across sectors, then one application would be acceptable. 

2.  I have a quick question regarding the eligibility requirements for the new Sector 
Partnership grants. It does not indicate that colleges are eligible to apply  
for the grants, however, we deliver the Local Board Labour Market Planning  
initiative and several Employment Ontario programs. Therefore, I am  
assuming we are eligible to apply. Can you please confirm this? Also, do  
we need to indicate the Local Board Labour Market Planning group is the  
lead applicant, or can we indicate it is Algonquin College’s Pembroke  
Campus? 

Yes. You are eligible to apply. You should indicate that the Local Board Labour 
Market Planning group is the lead applicant.  

3.  The  YES is interested in also providing specific courses that lead to direct 
employment. This might include coding courses or Microsoft or Google  
certification. Our business partners have stated jobs are readily available,  
and we believe many at-risk youth would flourish in IT jobs, if given the  
chance. Is this the sort of program or training that the Sector Partnership  
Planning Grant 2017 would fund? I just would like to know if this is a  
possibility before I draft a submission. 

The Sector Partnership Planning Grant does not fund programming. The project 
deliverables for the grant are an analysis of labour market issues, a strategic plan 
to address the identified labour market issue, and a partnership agreement to 
address the workforce and other competitiveness needs of the industry. 

4.  Reading through the guide and application I noted the terms Industry and Sector 
utilized to describe the segments of the economy this grant would target. I  
am wondering whether you are specifically looking for proposals that  
focus on a specific sector(e.g., healthcare [62]), or if you are open to  
proposals that might include a combination of inter-related sectors, (e.g.,  
healthcare and social assistance [62], information and cultural industries  
[51]) both of which were identified as “priority sectors” in our local  
economy? 



 
 

     
   

   

  

 

 

The purpose of the Sector Partnerships Planning Grant (SPPG) is to identify 
workforce challenges among employers in a particular sector. However, if your 
organization is able to demonstrate clear linkages between multiple sectors and 
has a solid strategy and partnership in place proposing solutions for the identified 
need across sectors, then one application would be acceptable. 

5. What is the definition of region? Can this be a county? Does it need to be larger 
than that? 

The Ontario government uses Statistics Canada’s definition of economic region. 
There are four economic regions in the province of Ontario, that are created by 
agreement between Statistics Canada and the province/territory concerned. 
Please see Statistics Canada’s website for more information. Regions are not 
counties. Ontario has several historic counties, which are past census divisions 
that no longer exist today. Most historic counties either merged with other 
counties, or became regional municipalities or single-tier municipalities. 

6. What is the definition of major employer? 

A major employer is defined as an employer that employs a substantial portion 
of the individuals who are employed in the sector or industry within the region. 

7. Is it possible to use this grant to build upon previously developed sector-specific 
strategic plans (e.g., Could a Health Care sector strategic plan completed 
in 2013, with input from industry, be revisited based on analysis of new/ 
emerging labour market issues and re-written to provide updated 
recommendations and actions)? 

Yes. It is possible to use this grant to build upon previously-developed sector- 
specific strategic plans. The successful proponent in this situation must ensure 
the content of the project deliverables is new. 

8. The guide refers to skills development including literacy and essential skills 
training. Is on-the-job English as a Second Language training acceptable 
or is it solely MEASD-funded skills development? 

The ESL/FSL could be considered a form of skills development that a number 
of industries (that attract large numbers of recent immigrants) may have as a 
workforce challenge. Improved language training, including potentially 
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  customized language training, specific to a sector/industry, could promote 
greater employment resiliency for workers. 

9. I understand we cannot subcontract to anyone in the partner group. Can we  
include staff wages from employees in the subcontract group required for  
executing the work of the grant? I know you refer to staff wages in the  
allowed expenses. Just making sure that that doesn't require new staff,  
applies to existing staff. 

The staff wage line applies to existing staff of the sponsor. The agreement  
typically does not have a cost line for staff wages related to a consultant or 
subcontractor. If the sponsor sources a consultant or subcontractor, they simply  
identify the costs associated with the services they received, on the payment  
claim, with appropriate receipts. 

10.  Can the project lead charge an administration fee for project management? 

Yes, the project lead can charge an administration fee which can be claimed if the 
activity is related directly to the day-to-day delivery of the project. 

11.  If partners cannot receive payment as a result of project funding, can a  
subcontractor (community college) delivering the service be a partner but  
not the lead partner? 

No, partners cannot receive remuneration as a result of project funding. If  
remuneration is received these are considered consultants or contractors. 
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